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t’s traditional to make some
resolutions around now,
but don’t be too hard on
yourself if you don’t achieve
READY TO WRITE
them. Life gets in the way.
Expert guide to organising the
One tip is to not set targets
ideas and research for your book
that are too big and vague,
PLUS Tips for speed-dating a literary agent
such as: ‘Write a book.’ The
Every month: workshops, exercises and market news
to help you write better ﬁction, non-ﬁction and poetry
first task is to work out more
definite goals, then simply
resolve to take small and
realistic steps towards them. Include easy goals that you can
definitely tick off and be happy about what you’ve achieved
rather than unhappy about what still remains to do. And
never make resolutions that are beyond your control, such as:
‘I will sell a story or article.’ Only an editor can decide that.
Feedback from readers suggests that our Achievement
Chart (centre spread) can help – making a note about what
you plan to write each day will encourage you to get on with
that writing, step by step. Good luck – and happy new year!
Fiction format

Speech therapy

Age difference

See the best way to
present stories to an
editor by post or email

Four quick checks to
ensure your character
dialogue sounds right

Author Cliff McNish
contrasts writing for
children and adults
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Write soon, Carl

Don’t miss issue #184 on sale from 19 January
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